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ABOUT
LMS

Liquid
Measurement
Systems
engineers and
manufactures
fuel system
solutions for
military and
commercial
aircraft,
featuring
lightweight,
strong, noncorrosive
graphite
composite
probes, multifunctional
signal
conditioners,
and flight
deck and
refuel panel
indicators.
We develop
fuel gauging
solutions for
platforms at
the leading
edge of
aerospace,
and we
deliver
hardware for
some of the
industry’s
most iconic
aircraft -where safety,
reliability and
accuracy are
paramount.
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LMS RECEIVES LATEST FAA TSO C55a APPROVAL
• Gauging sensors & high-level sensing for
extended range fuel system
• DO-178C DAL C and DO-254C
• For Cascade Aerospace’s multi-mission maritime
and ISR application

MARK CONNORS PROMOTED TO CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Newly-created position sharpens focus on development and innovation at LMS

“Mark’s knowledge, his passion for the aerospace industry, and his drive
for excellence have helped prepare LMS for the strategic innovation that will
guide growth in its second 25 years. As CTO, he will be responsible for the
overall design integrity of our products, and the development of new products
and new technologies. The vision, leadership and rigor Mark will bring to our
executive team will be key to our growth and success.” – LMS CEO Scott
Fewell
Prior to joining LMS as Engineering Manager in 2015, Connors held
positons in program management and project engineering at UTC Aerospace,
General Dynamics and Pratt & Whitney. Early in his career, Connors served
as a flight test engineer in the US Air Force.

UPCOMING EVENTS

26-28 March: Aerospace & Defense
Supplier Summit, Seattle,
WA

16-17 April: Aero Montreal, Montreal,
QC

25-27 April: Army Aviation Mission
Solutions Summit (Quad-A),
Nashville, TN

TALK TO US ABOUT YOUR NEXT
FUEL GAUGING SOLUTION
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Fixed wing or rotor, manned or
unmanned, military or commercial,
main or auxiliary systems, LMS is a
collaborative, responsive,
resourceful partner with a reputation
for technical superiority. Let’s talk.
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Tom Smith, Business Development Manager
802-556-1303 (Mobile)
802-528-8175 (Desk)
Thomas.Smith@liquidmeasurement.com

